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ITP 301 Final Project: Personal Web Portfolio
Topic and Purpose

Finding a job can be difficult with so many qualified candidates applying. For this reason, I wanted
to try to differentiate myself from other candidates to increase my chances of getting a job and decided
to create a web portfolio for my final project over Spring 2021 in ITP 104. For my final project in ITP 301, I
continued the development of this website to stand out to recruiters and demonstrate my web
development abilities.

Instructions
After two seconds on the loading screen, users are brought to the homepage of my website. Here

you can see links to my email, LinkedIn, and GitHub along with the navigation bar at the top. For aesthetic
reasons, the navigation bar disappears when scrolling down and is only visible when scrolling up. If you
scroll down, you can read a short blurb about my personal life, hobbies, and interests. Continuing to scroll
down, you can read about my high school and college education. Clicking between the schools on the left
will toggle information about them on the right. If you continue scrolling, you can read about my work
experience. To toggle the information on the right, you need to click between the pictures on the left.
Scrolling further shows my knowledge of different programming languages. By hovering over the section,
an animation will visually demonstrate this knowledge. The next section shows some projects that I have
created over the years. Hovering over the images will provide a brief introduction to these projects.
Clicking on them will provide a longer description and a link to download the code or view the websites.
Continuing to scroll, you will see the contact form page. This is where the user is able to fill out a form and
have their response emailed to me. The last section is just for fun. The user can enter a dog breed and
see an image of it or they can press the “Random” button to see a random dog image. The arrow at the
bottom of the page will quickly bring the user to the top of the webpage again.

Extras
1. Timer: There is a two second timer before the main content is loaded. This was used to ensure

everything had time to load and for aesthetic purposes.
2. API: I used the Dog API in my project. This API allows users to get random images of dogs or

images of specific dog breeds. I used this API for fun and to show a little personality in my
portfolio. The link to the documentation is https://dog.ceo/dog-api/documentation/.

3. DOM Manipulation: I manipulated the DOM in the experience section. The job title, dates of
employment, and job description change based on which image the user selects. There is also
DOM manipulation in the “Dog” section to handle the error if the breed does not exist in the
database. If the input is incorrect, it displays the error message and the message goes away
when the user corrects it.

4. JS Animations: There are a variety of animations on my webpage, but most of them were done
using KeyFrames. Animations are seen with the fade in when each section comes into focus and
on the skills section.
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